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OFFICIAL NOTICES 
 

Sub: Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002. 

 
1. As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 51 of 

the Geographical Indications Journal dated 30th September 2013 / Asvina 08th, 
Saka 1935 has been made available to the public from 30th September 2013. 
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NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS 
 

App.No. Geographical Indications Class Goods 

405 Makrana Marble  19 Natural Goods 

406 Salem Mango  31 Horticulture 

407 Hosur Rose  31 Agricultural 

408 Payyanur Pavithra Mothiram  14 Handicraft 

409 Kodali Karuppur Saree 24 & 25 Textile  

410 Thammampatti Wood Carvings 20 Handicraft 

411 Rajapalayam Lock 6 Manufactured 

412 Chamba Painting  16 Handicraft 

413 Kangra Paintings  16 Handicraft 

414 Punjabi Jutti 25 Handicraft 

415 Aipan 16 Handicraft 

416 Lahaul & Spiti Wool Weaving  23 Handicraft 

417 Lacquer Ware Furniture  20 Handicraft 

418 Jhajjar Pottery  21 Handicraft 

419 Tamta Copperware Craft  6 Handicraft 

420 Rewari Jutti 25 Handicraft 

421 Hoshiarpur Wood Inlay  20 Handicraft 

422 Kandangi Sarees  24 Textile  

423 Thanjavur Pith Works  20 Handicraft 

424 Karupur Kalamkari Paintings   24 Handicraft 

425 Thanjavur Cut Glass Work 20 Handicraft 

426 Mahabalipuram Stone Sculpture  19 Handicraft 

427 Nagercoil Temple Car  20 Handicraft 

428 Kannyakumari Stone Carving  19 Handicraft 

429 Arumbavur Wood Carving 20 Handicraft 
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430 Namakkal Makkal Stone Works 21 Handicraft 

431 Kallakurichi Wood Carving 20 Handicraft 

432 Kinnauri Kala Zeera 31 Agriculture 

433 Bandar (Machilipatanam) Laddu  30 Food Stuff 

434 Ratlami Sev 30 Food Stuff 

435 Assam Karbi Anglong Ginger 30 Agriculture 

436 Tripura Queen Pineapple 31 Agriculture 

437 Memong Narang 31 Agriculture 

438 Tezpur Litchi 31 Agriculture 

439 Joha Rice of Assam 30 Agriculture 

440 Sathebari Bell Metal Crafts 6 Handicraft 

441 Karbi Textiles Products 24 & 25 Textile  

442 Sital Pati Mats & Crafts of Goalpara 20 Handicraft 

443 Larnai Clay Pottery 21 Handicraft 

444 Bamboo Shang Trop 6 Handicraft 

445 Stone Carving Craft 21 Handicraft 

446 Kauna Reed Craft 21 Handicraft 

447 Manipur Dolls and Toys Craft 21 Handicraft 

448 Solapith Crafts of Birbhum District 16 Handicraft 

449 Burdwan Natungram Wood Craft 21 Handicraft 

450 Naga Angami Shawl 24 Textile  

451 Naga Ao Shawl  24 Textile  

452 Naga Sumi Shawl 24 Textile  
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010      Dated 26th February, 2010 
 
WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Rules, 2002 provides as follows: 
 
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published 
Geographical Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic 
media.” 
 
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal 
will be Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of 
charge. Accordingly, sale of Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be 
discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010. 
 

 Sd/- 
(P. H. KURIAN) 

Registrar of Geographical Indications 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) 
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 51 dated 30th September 2013 

 
 

G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 386 
Application Date: 05-10-2012 

 
Application is made by Odisha State Co-operative Handicrafts Corporation Limited, D-2/3, 
Industrial Estate, Rasulgarh, Bhubaneswar - 751010, Odisha, India for Registration in Part A of 
the Register of ORISSA PATTACHITRA (LOGO) under Application No: 386 in respect of 
Wall hangings made of textiles and Paintings, falling in Class – 16 & 24 is hereby advertised as 
accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration 
and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant  : Odisha State Co-operative Handicrafts 

Corporation Limited  
 
B) Address     : Odisha State Co-operative Handicrafts 

Corporation Limited, D-2/3, Industrial 
Estate, Rasulgarh, Bhubaneswar - 751010, 
Odisha, India. 

 
C) Type of Goods   : Class – 16 & 24 - Wall hangings made of 

textiles and Paintings  
 
D) Specification:  

 
The painting of Orissa Pattachitra is a living art which has its roots since ancient times. 
The word Pattachitra is derived from the Sanskrit word “Patta”, which means a painted 
piece of cloth, or a plate; “Chitra” means paintings or picture Themes for these paintings 
range from incidents in Krishna life and the avatars of Vishnu to the epic tales of 
Ramayana and Mahabharata. 
 
Raw materials for Orissa Pattachitra can be divided into two broad headings i.e. raw 
material for Patta and raw material for colours. These raw materials are listed below: 
 
 Patta 

It is a double thickness coarse cotton cloth pasted together. This Patta is usually of 
GSM 565.71 and thickness of 4.07 mm. The materials required for this are: 
• Cotton cloth 
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• Tamarind seeds 
• Chalk powder or khadi 
 

 Colours 
All the colours used in Orissa Pattachitra are vegetable and mineral colours. The 
source of each colour is: 
• vermillion red – hingula (cinnabar) 
• brick red - geru (red ochre) 
• yellow – hartala (orpiment) 
• white – sankh (conch shell) 
• black – lamp black 
• gum resin (limonia acidissimia)- kaintha plant 

 
 Other Raw materials which were used in the product diversification process are as 

follows:  
• Card board of two types- 

thin and thick  
• Adhesives / Glue/ Paste 

(Fevicol)  
• Glass pieces  

• Fabric - Tussar, cotton. 
• Lamination sheets  
• Fancy yarn  
• Buckram cloth 
• Rivets 

 
E) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

 
ORISSA PATTACHITRA (LOGO) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F) Description of Goods: 
 

The painting of Orissa Pattachitra is a living art which has its roots since ancient times. 
The word Pattachitra is derived from the Sanskrit word “patta”, which means a painted 
piece of cloth, or a plate; Chitra means paintings or picture. The brilliantly colored 
Pattachitra works were produced at puri or souveriers for the pilgrims of the Jaganath 
temple.  
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Themes for these paintings range from incidents in Krishna life and the avatars of Vishnu 
to the epic tales of Ramayana and Mahabharata, which are as follows: 

 Lord Jagannath and the triad of 
deities 

 Episodes from the Hindu epics 

 Workship of various gods and 
Goddesses 

 Folklores 

 Erotic Paintings 

 
G) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in Page No.   15      : 

 
Geographical Area of production of Orissa Pattachitra is Puri District which lies between 
19º 81' North Latitude and 85º 83' East Longitude in the State of Odisha.  

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 

The proof of origin of the “Pattachitra” art can be traced from their primitive style and the 
important role it plays in temple services which are contemporary with the building of the 
Jagannath temple (12th century). All this suggests an early date for its origin. 

 

Patta paintings or Pattachitra is a very old form of art in Orissa. These paintings 
flourished in Orissa in early 15th 16th centuries. The cult of Jagannath used Patta 
paintings to spread the faith throughout Orissa and also outside because of the patronage 
by the temple of Jagannath. The Chitrakaras (the painters) painted Jagannath Pattas in 
large number and slowly these Pattas outnumbered other thematic ones in Orissa. Besides 
Jagannath, themes of Ramayana and Bhagabata are also popular theme for the 
Chitrakaras. 
 
Every year on Jyeshtha purnima, the painted wooden images of Jagannath, Balabhadra 
and their sister Subhadra are ritually cleansed with holy waters. This bathing discolours 
the icons and they are removed from the temple for 15 days so that they can be repainted. 
During this time, the three “Pattachitra paintings” depicting the divine trio are substituted 
for the images by the temple painter. 
 
Originally the only centre of Pattachitra paintings was in the district of Puri where the 
artists lived in the villages of Raghurajpur and Dhandasahi opposite banks of the 
Bhargavi River. Later, when Jagannath temples were created in other provinces, some of 
the painters move to these centres. The proof of origin of the art can also be extracted 
from the list of awardees who have been winning acclaimed awards through many years. 
Ram Maharana, the famous artisan of chitrakaro caste of traditional painters participated 
in Asian artist mela in New York. 
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I) Method of Production: 
 

The method of production for Pattachitra is very long and entire process is completed in 
many steps. The artists and his family together perform these steps which are preparation 
of Patta, preparation of pigments, motif selection and layout, and finally painting. All 
these steps again includes sub step which are discussed further. Each and every step is 
very crucial for the proper end product any mistake in any of these steps can lead to 
faulty painting. This being the tradition of these craftsmen they follow it very religiously. 
The steps of process are: 

Preparation of Patta 
 

Preparation of Pigments 
 

Motif selection 
 

Painting 

 Preparation of Patta (Patta astra) 
First of all Patta is prepared by following the given. 
a. Canvas Making 
In Orissa, the canvas is prepared by pasting layers of old and used cloth with the help 
of tamarind glue. The first layer of cloth is spread on the connected floor or on a 
hensa (approx. size 158cm by 180cm). The glue is applied over it in the manner of 
smearing cow dung on the floor of a house. The second layer of cloth is spread over it 
and pasted together. The bubbles and patches of glue in between the layers are 
removed. Wherever it’s torn a small piece of cloth is pasted on it to make it up for 
that area. If need arises a third and fourth layer are also used. Before pasting the cloth, 
care is taken to remove the edges and borders of the cloth to avoid ridges on the 
surface. 
The tamarind seeds are crushed on a sila and then soaked in water in an earthen pot 
for half a day. Then they are grounded and made into thick liquid. This liquid is 
cooked to obtain the glue. For large canvas or pati 3-4 layers of cloth are pasted 
together. Now this is left in the sun to dry. When it is dried, it is taken of the floor, 
rolled and preserved for painting. Especially during winter and summer or spring, 
these canvases are prepared in large numbers and are stored. The housewives execute 
the entire process of making the gum and preparing the Patta. Since these are rolled 
like mats (pati in Oriya for mats) these are known as patis. In Puri area these are 
known as pataastra. 

 
b. Application of Khadi (Khadi Lagi) 
The coating is obtained by mixing tamarind glue with chalk in the proper proportions. 
Generally the proportion of chalk and glue is fifty percent each. But in the rainy 
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seasons due to dampness in the atmosphere the proportion of gum is increased by 5% 
to avoid the nasama (wet effect). This coating is also applied by hand in the manner 
of putting glue on the cloth while preparing pati.  

 
When the first coat becomes a bit dry, it is rubbed with round soft stones called 
barada or jhuna barada. Two types of baradas are used. The rough one is called 
khadada barada and the fine one-chikana barada. The first phase of rubbing is done 
with jhuna barada and the subsequent smoothing is done with chikana barada. Due to 
this rubbing the surface of pati becomes smooth and polished. Horizontal and vertical 
movements of the grinding stone do rubbing systematically. Sometimes barada is also 
replaced by pua, meaning a round stone. Rubbing and polishing are done on the both 
sides of pati otherwise it becomes shaky and twisted. 

 
c. Sizing (Sama-Nakariva) 
After the coats are applied and polished the patis are trimmed on the sides and are cut 
into required sizes with the help of scissors. Patis for ganjapa are cut by the help of 
ssama (a round iron rim with a sharp edge attached to a log), which is beaten on the 
particular forms result from this. 

 
d. Preparing Tussar silk for painting 
Required size of ply wood board is taken on which silk fabric is pasted with the help 
of Adhesives / Glue/ Paste (Fevicol) and then it is allowed to dry. After drying it is 
ready for painting. 

 
 Preparation of Pigments 

All earth, stone and mineral colours are used to paint the Pattas. Basically primary 
colours are used in Patta paintings. These pigments are added with the binding media 
and then used. 
 
 White: 
It is the basic colour of the Patta painters in the sense that the total values of all other 
colours are determined from the white as one of the primary or pure colours may be 
noted in almost all silpa texta dealing with painting. In Orissa, the white used in the 
Patta paintings is prepared from conch shells, which are easily available on the 
seacoasts of Orissa. The conch shells are crushed and ground and made into a paste. 
This is kept in an earthen pot, mixed with water. After a few hours of storing the 
sedemented water comes up and khadada (rough) portion goes down the pot and is 
thrown away. Now the whole substance is filtered and it is put on a banana leaf to dry 
in the sun. The liquid becomes dry and is gathered as small cakes. 
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 Vermillion or crude cinnabar (hingula): 
The crude cinnabar is thoroughly levigated in a mortar with the help of sugar water or 
lime juice, which is a better substitute. Then the cinnabar is allowed to settle and the 
yellowish water is carefully drained off. The process is repeated fifteen times or even 
more to obtain the purest cinnabar. It is again levigated with sugared water or lime 
juice and gum and after being thoroughly mixed it is formed into tablets and dried. 

 
 Red Ochre (gairika or geru): 
It is also used in place of vermillion red in most of the cases. Red clay or gairika is 
pulverized on stone for one whole day and thereafter the colour is obtained by 
washing it in pure water. Geru (red) ochre is available in the form of small balls as 
well as in powdered form in the open market. 

 
 Yellow: 
Orpiment is a sulphide arsenic acid found in nature as stone. Its colour is light, vivid 
yellow, but more often slightly inclined towards orange. In its natural state orpiment 
has a mica-like sparkle that recalls the lustre of metallic gold. 

 
 Black: 
It is obtained from oil wick lamp black. An earthen pot is put over the oil lamp. The 
black from the wick gets stuck inside the pot. Those are collected and put to use. 

 
 Blue: 
Ultramarine blue extracted from rajaarta or lapis lazuli was used in Indian painting 
from a very early date, though it is somewhat rare in Eastern Indian paintings. 

 
 Green: 
It is obtained by mixing yellow with blue or yellow with black. The other colours 
which occur in present paintings are violet, grey, yellow, ochre, cobalt blue, orange, 
etc., there is no separate process of preparing these colours. 

 
 Binding media: 
Gum is used in all the colours to make them sticky and permanent.  The gum obtained 
from neem tree and kapitha (elephant apple) are mostly mixed with colours. The gum 
is obtained directly from the trees and is made into liquid by adding water. This liquid 
is used in the colour. Lacquering is considered as another binding medium, generally 
applied to the painting after it is finished. 
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 Motifs Selection: 
Motifs or themes are one of those things, which identify Pattachitra from other 
paintings. Like many of the folk paintings gods and goddess are main themes but 
their depiction and style makes it different. Vaishnava episodes form the major theme 
of the Patta paintings. Stories from the Bhagavata (Krishalila portion), Ramayana and 
the Jaganatha paintings are generally included in the vaishnava themes. Patta 
paintings are absolutely traditional in thematic content and have essentially religious 
overtones. The themes may be classified into the following categories: 

 
Vaishnava paintings, Bhagavata (Krishnalila) paintings, Ramayana paintings, 
Jaganatha paintings, Sakta paintings, Savia paintings, Paintings on legends, Other 
themes, Composite figures, Ragachitras, Bandhachitras, Yama pati 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
The most important feature of Pattachitra is the canvas on which the painting is done, 
without this base; called Patta astra the significance of the art is incomplete. The 
uniqueness of the Patta Chitra i.e. the preparation of Patta has been discussed in the 
method of preparation. 
 
The motifs used in the painting symbolises the different poses of oddissi and gotipua 
dance. All the paintings had done depicts one or the other story. 
 

K) Inspection Body: 
 
1. Managing Director, Orissa State Co-operative Handicrafts Corporation Limited 

(Utkalika).  
2. Assistant Director, Development Commissioner of Handicrafts, Bhubaneswar, Orissa. 
3. Deputy Director, Handicrafts O/o Director Handicrafts & Cottage Industries, 

Bhubaneswar, Orissa.  
4. Executive Director, State Institute for Development of Arts & crafts.  
5. Two National or State Awardee of Orissa Pattachitra  
6. Two Master Craftsman / Local Designer of Orissa Pattachitra from Bhubaneswar 

/Konark. 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) 
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 51 dated 30th September 2013 

 
 

G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 387 
Application Date: 05-11-2012 

 
Application is made by Chhattisgarh Hastshilp Vikas Board, C-35, Ravi Nagar, Behind  
Collectorate, Raipur - 492001, Chhattisgarh, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of 
BASTAR DHOKRA (LOGO) under Application No: 387 in respect of Statues and statuettes of 
local deities, nature and human forms, candle stand, door handle, flower vase, mobile holder, 
face mask, water jug, key rings, falling in Class – 6 & 21 is hereby advertised as accepted under 
Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) 
Act, 1999. 
 
 
A) Name of the Applicant  : Chhattisgarh Hastshilp Vikas Board 
 
 
B) Address     : Chhattisgarh Hastshilp Vikas Board, 

C-35, Ravi Nagar, Behind  Collectorate, 
Raipur - 492001, Chhattisgarh, India. 

 
 
C) Type of Goods   : Class – 6 & 21 - Statues and statuettes of 

local deities, nature and human forms, 
candle stand, door handle, flower vase, 
mobile holder, face mask, water jug, key 
rings 

 
D) Specification:  

 
Bastar Dhokra products are cast in bell metal by lost wax process and display an 
intriguing finish having bell metal wire work. Bastar Dhokra products consist of an alloy 
of bronze, brass, nickel, and zinc. The minimum to maximum size varies from 1” (inch) 
to 14’ (feet). The products consist mainly of showcase and utility items. The designs 
mainly involve intricate handwork of drawing and arranging of the bell metal wires. 
Mostly the products depict tribal culture, people and their tools, instruments, animals and 
nature. 
 

E) Name of the Geographical Indication: 
 
Bastar Dhokra (Logo) 
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F) Description of Goods: 

 
Bastar Dhokra crafts are made by casting bell metal (brass and bronze) manually through 
the vanishing wax technique. These handicrafts include items like ornamented animals, 
tribal figures of varying sizes. The traditional products are mostly decorative items with 
very less or no utility. The process of making the moulds is as old as the craft. All the 
decoration is done on the dyes with wax strings. Wax is the appropriate medium for this 
craft because of its unique softness and malleability. It can be drawn out in wires of 
required diameters and can be moulded into desired shapes. The people worship the sun, 
moon, fields, mountain, jungle, etc. which forms a major part of their designs and motifs. 
They make idols of deities, and puja accessories like bells, oil lamps, incense stick 
holders, etc. The craft has its very foundation laid in the religious beliefs and practices of 
the people.  

 
The Bastar Dhokra art is a major attraction of Bastar. They are prepared by the Ghadawa 
community and hence it is also known as the Ghadawa art. The Ghadawas are small 
artisan groups who produce brass or bell metal objects. The name Ghadwa is derived 
from the world 'Ghalna', which means to melt and as these people prepare the craft items 
by melting the metal using a lost wax technique, so they are given the name 'Ghadwa' 

 
‘Ghadwa’ means the act of shaping and creating, and it is probably this that gives the 
casters of objects, mainly brass and coppers their name. The various stories related to the 
origin of the name ‘Ghadwa’ only indicate that it was for the very first time awarded by a 
contemporary king to craftsmen as a token of appreciation. In some regions the craftsmen 
are also called ‘Ghasia’,’Khaser’, ‘Mangan’ and ‘Vishwakarma’. 

 
 
G) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in Page No.   24      : 

 
Geographical Area of production of Bastar Dhokra lies between 19º 20' North Latitude 
and 81º 93' East Longitude in the State of Chhattisgarh. 
 

H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 

The evidence of the Dhokra (Bell Metal) craft has been discovered in the relics of 
Mohanjodaro and Harappa civilizations, which prove the historical and traditional 
importance of the industry. It is of interest to know that the statue of the dancing girl, 
unearthed at Mohenjodaro is the proof of origin and continuity of the craft.  

 
Prof. Rajesh Kochhar in his brochure “Dhokra- the Traditional Art of Metal casting” 
states that if Mohenjodaro craftsman who famously cast the bronze figurine of a dancing 
girl some 4500 years ago were to visit central and east India today, he would undoubtedly 
feel at home. In the Bastar Dhokra metal-casting process he will recognize the lost-wax 
technique. It is this un-brokenness of tradition coupled with the intrinsic starkness and 
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vitality of the art form that makes Dhokra a coveted collector’s item in India and abroad 
for connoisseurs, scholars and laypersons alike. 

 
The following presents a recent history of Bastar Dhokra at Bastar: 

 
The artisans used to work for the Royal families of Bastar and make tribal idolatry 
statues. There were very few artisans at that time. In 1960 after the Bangla -refugee 
rehabilitation, some I.A.S. and I.C.S. officers were posted in the region for administering 
the settlement activities. With these officers, some famous leaders and media people were 
also attracted to visit the place. This filtering-in of people from various regions gave an 
automatic popularity to the Dhokra craft and soon the sector found space in newspapers. 
Even officers who were posted there at that time felt the potential of the craft and tried to 
develop it further. 

 
Later, a few famous artisans of Bastar were given various state and national level awards. 
Also during this time, many exhibitions of the craft were organized in various cities of 
India, which made it move towards highly popular. 

 
After 1980’S Mr. Jaidev Baghel, one of the bell metal artisans from Kondagaon achieved 
international popularity. This attracted the attention of traders world-wide towards 
Kondagaon and as a result the new generation in the village also started taking keen 
interest in the trade.  

 
Many exporters from metro cities, after seeing the potential and glamour in the craft took 
training for developing the same.  Behind the superb metal cast images of the 
Chhattisgarh region, the tribal have their own story of origin, which dates back to 500 
years. In the world of myth and legend shilp guru Shri Jaidev Baghel of Bastar recounts, 
how metal casting first came into being. 

 
An ancient ‘adivasi’ hunter unable to find anything nearby strayed far into the thickly 
forested area, inside it was arid and dry. Exhausted he felt asleep. A forest fire woke him 
and on way home he spotted a shiny metal piece in a form as if it had been poured from 
the stone above. On subsequent visits and observation the mystery was solved. An insect 
had hollowed a stone (or used stone with hole perhaps) and made waxen hive for home 
inside and the hollow of the stone. With the forest fire, the metal ore within the stone had 
melted and dropped down; upon solidifying it bored the impression of the waxen hive. 
This is how Bastar Dhokra work came into being. 
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I) Method of Production: 

 
 Raw materials  
 

Raw materials locally used are as follows: 
 

 Black Soil (Aari mitti or Chikti mitti): This is mud or soil procured from the 
beds of the fields. This soil is volcanic in origin, hence contains clay, which holds 
the soil together. It is black soil, but precision in choosing is very important.  

 
 Rice Husk (Bhoosa): Husk obtained from the mills is mixed with the soil, to hold 

it together, as clay tends to break apart easily when dry; it also makes the mould 
porous and avoids the cracking of the mould during firing. 

 
 River side soil (Rui mitti): This soil is procured from the river beds. The soil is 

very soft and easy to shape, mould, file and hence provide good final shape and 
finishing. The soil is red in color. Precision in picking is important here too, as the 
wrong soil may lead to breaking when heated. 

 
 Cow Dung (Gobar): Cow dung is mixed to the river soil as it allows the wax to 

melt out of the cast and not get stuck on to the soil. 
 

 Red Soil (Lal mitti): This is the soil available above ant homes in the soil. The 
soil is picked up as it is.  

 
 Bean Leaves (Sem Patta): Lima bean leaves picked up from the plants. Also, 

other plant leaves could serve the same purpose, but bean leaves are chosen, 
because of their high water content. 

 
 Wax (Mome): Wax of two different types is used. Both types serve the same 

purpose. 
 

 Bee Wax (Madhumakkhi ka mome): Pure bees’ wax extracted directly from the 
hives is taken. 

 
 Paraffin Wax (Mombatti ka mome): Candle wax or paraffin wax can also be 

used. Since candle wax breaks easily, it is mixed with Damar (Coal tar) and 
Agarbatti dhoop. 

 
 Bell Metal:  It is a mixture of two alloys, brass and bronze, is used for casting. 

Brass adds the shine to the surface, while bronze adds glitter. Brass being more 
viscous does not easily flow into the casts; bronze being heavy and less viscous 
helps in the molten mixture to flow easily and through narrow channels. 

 
 Fire Wood (Jalawan): It is generally obtained from nearby forests. 
 
 Wood Coal (Koyla): Used to prepare mixture for covering layer on model.  
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 Process 
 

The entire process can be broadly divided into five major parts as follows: 
 

1. Modelling; 2. Moulding; 3. Dewaxing; 4. Casting; 5. Finishing. 
 

 Modelling 
 Preparation of clay: 
This clay is used for structure making and masking the finer clay.   
River soil, Rice husk, Deemak mitti and sufficient amount of water are used for 

making paste. 
 
 Moulding 
The process is carried out in twelve different steps as follows: 
 
 Preparing vague model and coating it with first layer: 
Black soil in the fields (locally known as chikti mitti) is brought and mixed with 
rice husk in the ratio - 1 kg of black soil with 100 Gms of rice husk. Water is 
added to knead it into soft pliable dough. A basic model of the form wanted is 
made and left to dry in the sun. 
 
 Providing second layer: 
When the model properly dries, clean sticky riverside soil (locally known as rui 
mitti) is brought and cleaned again; enough water as well as powdered dung or 
wood coal is added and mixed thoroughly and knead the mixture into smooth 
pliable dough. This is patted all over the dry model and again leaved to dry in the 
sun. Proportions are in the range 85-90% soil to 10-15% cow dung or wood coal. 
 
 Shaping and filling: 
When the model gets hard and dry, it is filed and shaped with metal files to bring 
into a proper shape. The pieces of dry sticky soil which have fallen are gathered, 
soften with water into a paste, dried again in the sun, moistened with water and 
then the paste is applied all over the shaped model and leaved it in the sun to dry. 
 
 Leaf paste: 
When the model is thoroughly dry, it is rubbed all over with both hands to remove 
dust and gravel. Fresh and ‘semi’ or ‘sem’ or country bean creeper leaves are 
brought, crushed by rubbing them between both palms till a green liquid oozes 
out. It is then rubbed all over the model until the models looks totally green. This 
is to prevent the soil from sticking to the model. Model is again dried in the sun. 
 

 Dewaxing 
 
 Preparing wax: 
When model is completely dry, raw bee wax is heated in a pot over fire. The 
melted bees wax is filtered through coarse cotton clot into another wide mouthed 
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clay pot filled with water. The wax cools and sets as it falls in it and floats on the 
top. When the wax is set properly, it is removed from the pot and shook so that 
the water is separated from the wax. 
 
 Making wax strings: 
Wax stings are made from the prepared wax; it is softened by leaving it in the sun. 
It is put through a hand held or standing press similar to that used by halwais to 
make sevaiyyan (called phichki pharni in Bastar, somewhat like a spaghetti press) 
in which metal sieves are inserted according to the thickness of the strings 
required. 
 
 Wrapping of strings: 
When wax strings are ready as required, they are wrapped closely around the 
model, which is hard and dry and green with the application of sem-leaf liquid. 
When the model is totally covered with wax strings, designs of choice can be 
made with plain wax too. Now the model is fully decorated with wax stings and 
plain wax. A channel at appropriate spots at the bottom is made where the liquid 
metal is to be poured for casting and a pin made from wax is inserted in it. 
 
 Layering with riverside soil and powdered wood coal: 
Powdered sticky riverside soil and powdered wood coal are sieved separately 
through clean cloth. Mixed in the proportions 90-85% and 10-15%, water is added 
and kneaded to make dough like consistency and applied over the model.  
 
 Layering with unrefined sticky riverside soil: 
Unrefined sticky riverside soil is taken and mixed with enough water and another 
layer is applied on the dry model. Care is taken to keep the holes or the channels 
for the metal clear. 
 
 Layering from termite soil over the model: 
Soil from the termite hill is brought, powdered and kneaded to make a smooth 
mixture. Then it is applied all over the model thoroughly and leaved to dry. 
Before it hardens, a bigger channel or channels from wax are added to the earlier 
channels (for pouring metal) made at the bottom and covered with termite soil 
mixture to make the passage ready (inverted funnel shape) and dried. 
 

 Casting 
 Furnace for firing and casting: 
On dry land a round pit one foot deep is dug with a diameter of 2 or 2.5 feet. The 
furnace can be square or a rectangle. A wooden hollow pipe is placed, covered 
with wet termite hill (pola) or a pipe at an angle inside. After the soil is dry, wood 
coals is spread over it and at the bottom and light it, the model is then placed over 
it for firing. Wood is then kept all around and on top of the model and lights it. 
Wooden sticks are used to prop up the model to keep it erect. The pola or pipe is 
to blow on and to keep the fire burning steadily. Another furnace is made to melt 
the metal pieces (200 gm bronze to 800gm brass) placed in a crucible. The 
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crucible is placed on lighted wood coal, surrounded with wood and lighted. The 
pola pipe is then blowed on so that the fire is burning at high temperature, 
reaching almost 1000-1200° C, which is required to melt the metal pieces. The 
fire is blowed continuously. 
 
The model in the first furnace turns red on being properly kept in fire. When the 
bell metal turns into pouring consistency, the ready-fired model is lifted gently 
with tongs and brought near the crucible. The model is held upside down for the 
liquid bell metal to be poured in the channels or funnels made at the bottom. The 
crucible is then lifted with long-handled pincers and the molten metal is poured in 
the funnel so that it can pass through the channel to replace the wax inside the 
model. Then it is left to cool.  
 

 Finishing 
Cooling and finishing: 
The model is left to cool for 1-6 hours depending on the size. If it has not cooled 
down, water is sprinkled lightly on it to cool. When it is cooled down the outer 
mould is broken gently with a wooden mallet. The original shape of the piece can 
be taken out. Wire brushes are used to clean the dried soil sticked to it and filed to 
gently rub and clean. 
 

J) Uniqueness: 
 

 The metal images of Bastar are peerless not only for the technique of casting, but also for 
their earthbound expression of life and celebration. Abundance of nature and folk, 
cultural traditions together form the unique inherent basic fabric of tribal heritage of 
Bastar. Folk art, craft and nature constitute the foundation of the tribal society of Bastar. 
This craft reflects vibrant creativity, inventive genius and imagination of the craftsmen, 
who have tried to retain the original perception and core concept governing the lifestyle 
of their ethos. 

 
 The tribal people make idols of deities, and Puja accessories like bells, oil lamps, incense 

stick holders, etc. The craft has its very foundation laid in the religious beliefs and 
practices of the people. The craft is said to have originated with the first products being 
temple accessories and Deity idols. All these invariably depict tribal culture and their 
expression, which is very unique to Bastar Dhokra. 

 
 Wax is an important one, which gives special uniqueness. Its use produces unique 

softness and malleability. It can be drawn out in wires of required diameters and can be 
moulded into desired shapes. Thus very intricate designs can be achieved. And of course 
wax is indispensable in this process, since it conveniently melts out and burns, thus 
giving way to the molten metal. 

 
 Since all the decoration is done with thin wax threads, thus, deriving all the ornamental 

techniques by using precisely shaped pieces of wax strings in repetition. Most of the 
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detailing is linear, giving the craft an ancient and tribal feel. This is the peculiar quality of 
the Bastar Dhokra craft. 

 
 The unique 12-stage process of Bastar Dhokra making is the original creative instinct of 

the craft persons. Bastar Soil is very unique for the product. The motif popularly used is 
M akdi and fruits and seeds designs are used. The common products produced are Devi 
and Devitha, which are, have traditional jewellery intricacy work. Trumphet design is a 
specially used design. Thread work is very common and also the fingerprint will be very 
much visible. The artisans design the products without any support of sketch, but by 
imagination. 

 
K) Inspection Body: 
 

The inspection body consisting of the following members has been constituted. 
 Managing Director, CG Hastshilp Vikas Board, C-35, Ravinagar, Raipur, 

Chhattisgarh; 
 2-3 representatives of National awardees for Bastar craft; 
 Managing Director, Sanskriti Art, Jagdalpur, Chhattisgarh; 
 Marketing Partner, Shabari Emporium, Hastshilp Vikas Board, C-35, Ravinagar, 

Raipur, Chhattisgarh 
 Assistant Director, O/o DC (Handicrafts), Jagadalpur, Chhattisgarh 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) 
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 51 dated 30th September 2013 

 
 

G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 388 
Application Date: 11-12-2012 

 
Application is made by Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles, 
Government of India, West Block No. 7, R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 110066, India for 
Registration in Part A of the Register of BELL METAL WARE OF DATIA AND 
TIKAMGARH (LOGO) under Application No: 388 in respect of Bell metal ware, falling in 
Class – 6 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical 
Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
 
A) Name of the Applicant  : Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) 
 
 
B) Address     : Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), 

Ministry of Textiles, Government of India, 
West Block No. 7, R.K. Puram, New Delhi - 
110066, India  

 
C) Type of Goods   : Class – 6 – Bell metal ware 

 
 
D) Specification:  

 
Decorative metal wares which vary in sizes 4” (inch) to 4’ (feet). Animal figures mainly 
elephant and deities, utility items for house hold purpose, all with a crude and rustic 
finish. Bell metal is a term used for different types of metal put together mainly zinc, 
copper, aluminium, brass, and silver for casting. The figures appear plain, solid with 
embellishment at various places for ornaments, clothing, decorations on seating etc. 

 
E) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

 
BELL METAL WARE OF DATIA AND TIKAMGARH 
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F) Description of Goods: 
 

Datia: The main product of Datia casting was anklets worn by women over years. This 
was later reduced in number, as they were heavy. This was then converted into utility 
item by adding a plate underneath and converting them into ashtrays and later into boxes 
to keep nick – knacks. 
 
The main feature of Datia is the Jali work done on the walls of the product. This feature 
is not seen in any other place in M. P. The products have since diversified into various 
products like lampshades, mirror frames, ashtrays, temples, side stools and utility boxes. 
Ashtrays and boxes with jali work walls are identified as Datia bell metal products. 
 
Tikamgarh: Bell metal products of Tikamgarh are plain and solid in appearance with 
decorations of fine work at certain places, to enhance them. The products have a rustic 
appeal. These products do not have any resemblance to Jali work at Datia. 
 
The product range is as follows: 
1. Animal toys – Horses with 4 wheels (Gadiaghulla), elephants with wheels sometimes 

with a carrier also, the wheels made it easy to slide while playing. Rattle toys and 
‘Pichkari’ are also made. 

2. Small statues of deities for the puja room or temples. 
3. Kitchen items like measuring jars of different measures, serving spoons, small stool 

to eat on. 
4. Decorative items related to human and animal figures are also made. 
 

G) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in Page No.  31       : 
 

Geographical Area of production of Bell metal ware of Datia & Tikamgarh comes under 
Bundelkhand region. Datia & Tikamgarh is situated in north of Madhya Pradesh. 

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
Bell Metal ware of Datia and Tikamgarh craft tradition that evolved through functional 
needs of a community, show a fair knowledge of functional and aesthetic understanding. 
Bell metal casting is an excellent example. Similarly Datia and Tikamgarh practice the 
same craft and show similarity and differences. 

 
Datia: the craft here was traditionally practiced by the soni’s (jewellers) and the main 
product cast was anklets in silver, (paijanaas) for the women folk worn traditionally 
around Datia. Some years back due to economical reasons this got converted into being 
done in brass (zinc and copper alloy). Traditionally approx. 50 families practiced the craft 
and anklets were the only piece of jewellery made by this process and the people who 
made it were called Dhariyas. 
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Tikamgarh: The craft here is traditionally practiced for as long as people can remember 
as according to the oldest person here he has always seen these things being used here 
largely and since casting is practiced today as one of the major source of income it is 
almost certain that casting was done traditionally in Tikamgarh. The cultural customs of 
the region speak of toys being given to the children on the first “sankranti” a religious 
festival, after marriage by the groom’s family to the bride’s family to keep in touch with 
the family as the bride is to stay back in her father’s place for a year or three years after 
marriage. These toys were of brass/bell metal for the more prosperous and others used 
wooden toys, the basic form of the horses and elephant is still the same. 

 
Similarly, in another custom called “matakiya” brides brother comes to take her home 
after marriage and brings with him a pot of sweets (ladoos) brass pot was used by the 
economically well of in society and others used a earthen pot. 

 
In this way the craft was interlaced intricately into the daily life of the people in this 
region ever since one remembers. 

 
The womenfolk here wore anklets of bell metal and silver as daily wear, some women of 
a labor class still wear them, they are heavy and give a very graceful walk to the wearer 
and are done in different designs and named accordingly – todere, pejana, lacche, gajra. 

 
An article in the India Magazine (1985) by Aruna Ghosh on “The lost wax process” 
speaks of how this type of casting tradition continues to exist in Tikamgarh and Jagdalpur 
in Madhya Pradesh along with other states such as West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. The 
stories of the cultural religious customs that were followed in and around Tikamgarh do 
fall in line with the traditionally used old products found at some houses locally. This 
does speak in itself of their existence and the practice of the craft Even today one can see 
women in the fields wearing the traditional anklets 

 
I) Method of Production: 

 
Raw material at Datia 
Brass is brought from the market and mostly old brass waste products are used for 
remoulding. Raw material at Tikamgarh: Zinc, copper, aluminium, brass and silver – a 
mixer of all this is used for casting. The most common use is waste old products of these 
metal in form of old utensils and ornaments that are sold at a lower price and therefore 
are available cheaper to the craftsmen for re-casting. These are crushed and used as raw 
material for casting. 

 
 The casting process at Datia: 

 Mud mould is made using a locally available yellow mud called Bhatri (this craft 
is also known as Bhatrikala) mixed with 1/4th portion of cow dung. The desired 
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basic shape is given to this mould and the surface is softened using brick, the mud 
that falls off is then made into a paste and applied on the mould. 

 Wax solution is prepared using Ral (tree gum), 40% bee wax, and 20% cooking 
oil (Mustard / Soyabean), this mixture is boiled and strained using a fine cloth. 
The wax is now ready to use. 

 Design mould – Finely engraved simple border designs on brass, aluminium and 
soft stone are permanently fixed on a wooden plank. These are 1 cm wide and 9 – 
10 inches in length. 

 Luke warm wax solution thus prepared is applied on the design mould and rolled 
on using a roller (Belan). This transfers the design onto the wax from the design 
mould. The extra wax on both the sides of the border is cut and the outline of the 
border design is etched out using a fine needle. 

 These ready wax borders are pasted onto the mud mould in different 
combinations. 

 On this finely strained yellow mud paste is applied and this is then covered with 
the mud used for making initial mud moulds. 

 One or two plain wax connections are is attached so that the metal flows in, this is 
covered with red mud and sand is applied. A mouth is made where the connecting 
wax pipe surfaces. The mould is ready. 

 A small mud bowl called Ghariya is filled with metal pieces and attached to the 
mouth of the mould using mud. 

 Baking process – To prepare the furnace, 4 feet deep pit is dug and filled with 1 ft 
of cow dung cakes placed first vertically and then horizontally. On this a layer of 
coal is placed. This is then burned. On this the ready moulds are placed vertically 
with ghariyas downwards for more heat. Cow dunks cakes are then placed on the 
top and covered completely. After 2 hours metal melts and the mould turns red. 

 The wax melts and creates a hollow within the mud mould; the mould is then 
removed from the furnace and turned up-side-down using an iron holder. Then the 
metal transverse from the ghariyas to the hollow in the mould through the 
connecting channels. 

 When become cold the mould is broken and the metal casted product is ready. 
 For finishing, the product is filed and a mixture of nitric acid and sulphuric acid is 

applied on the product to clean. And then boiled tamarind water is applied for 
further cleaning and then washed in plain water. 

 For embellishment sometimes-artificial precious stones are added on the product. 
The product is finally ready. 

 Special feature: The outline of the wax design boarders was finally cut out before 
being placed in various combinations together in the mud mould. This cutting out 
of the design outline of each boarder finally creates a jali like pattern and this is a 
unique feature of Datia bell metal craft. 
 

 Casting process in Tikamgarh 
 Preparation of mud --- yellow mud is grinded fine and strained. And cow dunk 

and water is added. (In 1kg mud 250g cow dunk) and the mixture is kneaded. This 
is used to make the basic shape s of mould as required. And the moulds are made 
smooth by using sandpaper or brick. 
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 Preparation of wax --- a mixture of 1kg rar (dried tree gum), 300g of bee wax and 
300g of cooking oil is kneaded into dough. The wax is now ready. It is beaten into 
a flat slab using a wooden hammer (thapiya). 

 This is further thinned into a 2mm thin sheet, which is then applied onto the mud 
mould. When completely covered and smoothened then other details of the figure 
like ornaments, eyes, nose, ears, fabric design and other detailed decorations etc 
are added by hand using wax wire. 

 Covering the mould --- the fine mud used to make mould is further strained by 
cloth, made into a paste and is applied into a wax covered mould. After this 
almost dries 

 Slightly coarser mud is applied on it. At this stage wax pipes/ connections are 
attached to create passage for metal. A mixture of fine mud (chikani miti) and 
sand is then applied as 3rd coat on the mould. On this a small diya shape is made 
to make the mouth of the mould where in metal maybe poured later. The mould is 
now ready to be backed. 

 Preparation of metal container --- the waste metal product is brought from the 
market at Rs 135 – 140 per kg. This is broken into pieces and filled in ghariyas 
(small mud bowls). And a backed piece of mud is used as lead. This is then 
completely covered with a mixture of fine mud and sand to seal. The container is 
now ready to be backed. 

 The furnace is same as in Datia the only difference is here the metal container and 
the mud moulds are backed separately in the same furnace placing the metal 
containers below the mud moulds for more heat. The backing process takes 1 to 2 
hours depending on the numbers of moulds. 

 When backed the moulds and the metal containers are removed from the furnace. 
The mouth of the metal container is broken and this is lifted by metal holders 
(sadrasi) and metal is poured into the mouth of the moulds. The wax in the mould 
melts and the metal replaces it. The mould is cooled and then broken and the 
metal product is ready for finishing. 

 Finishing --- a grinder machine with wire brush is used to clean the metal product 
of mud and other impurity. For finer finish amri is applied onto the machine and 
is used on the product. 

 Coloring to give antic look to the product --- a paste of soda acid and silver 
adding water is prepared. This solution is poured onto the product and then 
immediately the product is heated well on a stove. This gives the product an antic 
look as the silver when combined with metal turns dark (blackish brown). To 
clear the blackish brown shades form some places it is then rubbed by hand using 
a pinch of soda acid. This clears the darkish color and the original metal color 
stands out, if wire brush in machine is used then there is no need to add acid for 
the same purposes. The product is now ready for marketing. 
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J) Uniqueness: 
 

The Datia product shows jali works, which is different, and resembles stone jali works 
seen on historical monuments. This feature of jali itself it difficult to achieve and requires 
fine works. The Tikamgarh products are different. As they are solid and plain more 
figurative work is seen with ornamentation done only at required places. One does not 
see any jali work here. This feature of designing/ornamentation is also achieved by 
applying wax on earlier caved out designs on soft stone (Gora pather) called ukhanas. 
This engraved design on wax is then placed on the wax model as required. The use of 
ukhanas is a special feature of this region. 
 

K) Inspection Body: 
 

The Inspection body consisting of the following members has been constituted. 
• Representative from the Office of Regional Director, O/o Development 

Commissioner (Handicrafts),  
• 2 National or State awardee Craftsmen / Artisans from Bell Metal ware of Datia & 

Tikamgarh. 
• 2 Master Craftsmen / Artisans from Bell Metal ware of Datia & Tikamgarh. 
• One Representative from SAFMA  

. 
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General Information 
 
What is a Geographical Indication? 

 It is an indication, 
 It is used to identify agricultural,natural,or manufactured goods originating in 

the said area, 
 It originates from a definite territory in India, 
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical 

indication. 
 
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India: 
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, 
Darjeeling Tea, Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, 
Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc. 
 
What are the benefits of registration of Geographical Indications? 

 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India, 
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by 

others. 
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal 

Protection. 
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers. 
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries. 

 
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or 
under the law can apply. 
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers. 
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form. 
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications 
along with prescribed fee. 
 
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organisation or authority established by or 
under the law can be a registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the 
Register of Geographical Indications as registered proprietor for the Geographical 
Indication applied for. 
 
Who is an authorized user? 
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to 
a registered Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed 
form alongwith prescribed fee. 
 
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication? 
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods 

 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing. 
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing. 
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or 

dealing. 
 
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory? 
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal 
protection for action for infringement.  
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What are the advantages of registering? 
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for 

infringement. 
 The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement 

actions. 
 The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication. 

 
Who can use the registered Geographical Indication? 
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in 
relation to goods in respect of which it is registered.  
 
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be 
renewed? 
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years. 
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each. 
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable tobe removed 
from the register.  
 
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said tobe infringed? 

 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a 
geographical area other than the true place of origin of such goods in a 
manner which misleads the public as to their geographical origins. 

 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including 
passing off in respect of registered Geographical indication. 

 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false 
representation to the public that goods originate in a territory in respect of 
which a Geographical Indication relates. 

 
Who can initiate an infringement action? 
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication 
can initiate an infringement action. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc? 
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the 
concerned goods. It shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, 
licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other agreement. However, when an authorized 
user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed 
from the register? 
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power 
to remove the Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The 
aggrieved person can file an appeal within three months from the date of 
communication of the order. 
 
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark? 
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good 
or services of one enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a 
Geographical Indication is used to identify goods having special Characteristics 
originating from a definite geographical territory.  
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS 
 

In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration and Protection) Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration 
and protection of Geographical Indications relating to goods in India. This Act is 
administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, who is 
the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is 
located at Chennai. 
 
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ‘A’ consists of 
particulars relating to registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of 
particulars of the registered authorized users. 
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication 
and an authorized user which is illustrated below: 
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